**WATCH POINTS :-**
1. Ensure V20 Cavity Drain Membrane "cups" are filled as necessary to transmit floor loading.
2. Use mortar infill at the edge of the V20 Cavity Drain Membrane to provide a flush surface for bonding the CD 150mm Corner Strip.

**KEY TO MATERIALS :-**

1. Visqueen V20 Cavity Drain Membrane on Visqueen Anti Lime Coating.
2. Visqueen V8 Wall Membrane on Visqueen Anti Lime Coating.
3. Visqueen CD 150mm Corner Strips.
4. Visqueen Water Channel draining to concrete or polyethylene sump.
5. GypLynor osa wall lining system by others.
7. Proprietary fixing anchors.
8. Proprietary EPS insulation infill.

**Visqueen Cavity Drain Membrane System :-**

1. All cut-outs in concrete slabs to Structural Engineer's design.
2. Visqueen Water Channel to be surrounded in 20mm rounded washed stone.
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